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We study the dependencies of spin asymmetries in diffractive leptoproduction on
the spin structure of the pomeron coupling. It is shown that the All asymmetry in
diffractive processes is proportional to the fraction of the initial proton momentum
xp carried off by the pomeron. The resulting asymmetries decrease with increasing
energy for diffractive J/Ψ production and are energy independent for diffractive
QQ¯ leptoproduction. The connection of these asymmetries with the non-forward
gluon distribution in the proton is discussed.
The study of nature of the pomeron becomes again popular now due to
the progress in investigation of diffractive reactions at HERA. The diffractive
J/Ψ and QQ¯ leptoproduction is a keystone of this problem. The pomeron is
a vacuum t-channel exchange that contributes to high-energy diffractive pro-
cesses. The hadron-hadron scattering amplitude determined by the pomeron
exchange can be written in the form T (s, t)A,B = iIP (s, t)VAIP ⊗ V BIP , where
IP is a ”bare” pomeron contribution, and VAIP and V
BIP are the pomeron
couplings with particles A and B, respectively.
The spin structure of the pomeron coupling is an open problem up to now.
When the gluons from the pomeron couple to a single quark in the hadron, a
simple matrix structure of the pomeron vertex V µhIP = βhIPγ
µ appears. This
standard coupling leads to spin-flip effects decreasing with increasing energy
like 1/s. The complicated spin structure of the pomeron coupling can be
connected with the nonperturbative structure of the proton. Really, in a QCD–
based model in which the proton is viewed as being composed of a quark and
a diquark, the following structure of the proton coupling with a two-gluon
system has been found
V µνpIP (p, r) = 4p
µpνA(r) + (γµpν + γνpµ)B(r). (1)
Here r is the momentum transfer. The term proportional to B(r) represents
the standard pomeron coupling that leads to the non-flip amplitude. The A(r)
contribution is determined by the effects of vector diquarks inside the proton,
which reflects the nonperturbative contributions. They produce the spin-flip
effects in the pomeron coupling which do not vanish at high-energies. A similar
form of the proton-pomeron coupling has been found in 2.
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When the absolute values of initial and final proton momenta do not coin-
cide, the functions A and B in (1) should depend on the fraction of the initial
proton momentum xp carried off by the pomeron. It can be seen that this
structure is connected with the non-forward gluon distributions. The spin-
independent function B might be related to G(r, xp) and spin-dependent part
A should be expressed in terms of ∆G(r, xp) (see e.g.
3). For zero xp they
represent some proton form factors.
A convenient tool to study the spin-dependent pomeron structure might
be the polarized diffractive leptoproduction reactions. We shall consider here
the All asymmetry of J/Ψ and QQ¯ production in these processes. It has been
shown in 4 that the All asymmetry in the diffractive processes is proportional
to the fraction of the initial proton momentum xp carried off by the pomeron.
The mass of the produced hadron system is determined by M2h ∼ syxp. For
diffractive J/Ψ production Mh is a vector meson mass and we find that xp ∼
(m2J +Q
2+ |t|)/(sy). As a result, the relevant All asymmetry should decrease
with growing energy. For the pomeron coupling (1) spin asymmetry looks as
follows
All ∼ |t|
s
(2− y)(1 + 2mαflip)
(2− 2y + y2)((1 + 2mαflip)2 + α2flip|t|)
, (2)
where αflip = A(t)/B(t). Thus, the form of All asymmetry depends on the
ratio of spin-flip to non-flip parts of the pomeron coupling which have been
found in 1 to be about 0.1. The predicted asymmetry at HERMES energies
is shown in Fig.1. At HERA energy, the asymmetry will be negligible. The
All asymmetry might be connected with the spin-dependent gluon distribution
∆G only for |t| = 0. We have found that this asymmetry is equal to zero in
the forward direction and ∆G can not be extracted from All in agreement
with results of 3. However, this asymmetry might be expressed in terms of the
non-forward gluon distributions inside the proton.
In the case of QQ¯ diffractive leptoproduction, the produced hadron mass is
not fixed and xp is arbitrary, typically, of about .05− .1. The All asymmetry in
this case is proportional to xp as previously and it should have a weak energy
dependence. This was confirmed by specific calculations. The cross section
integrated over the pomeron momentum transfer was calculated because the
recoil proton is usually not detected in diffractive experiments. Strong de-
pendence of the polarized cross sections on the mass of produced quarks and
β ≃ Q2/(Q2 +M2x) has been observed. Some results for the spin-dependent
vertex and forms of the cross sections can be found in 4. The estimated All
asymmetry of the diffractive open charm (cc¯) production is shown in Fig.2.
The standard pomeron coupling with the pomeron looks as u¯(p2)γµu(p1),
which is completely equivalent to the form of lepton-photon interaction. This
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leads to the same spin-dependent parts in the lepton and hadron blocks and
a non small amount of All asymmetry for αflip = 0 (see Figs. 1 and 2). This
asymmetry might be an important background in the lepton-proton experi-
ments where the final proton is not detected. The predicted non small value of
the asymmetry in diffractive QQ¯ production and its weak energy dependence
permit one to study, in these reactions, the spin-dependent gluon distributions
inside the proton at
√
s ≤ 20GeV2 as well as at HERA energies.
Fig.1 All asymmetry of J/Ψ pro-
duction at HERMES: solid line -for
αflip = 0; dot-dashed line -for αflip =
−0.1; dashed line -for αflip = 0.1.
Fig.2 β– dependence of All asymme-
try of diffractive open charm pro-
duction for the standard pomeron
coupling.
We have found that the spin structure of the pomeron coupling should
modify the spin–dependent cross section in diffractive processes. Not small
values of the All asymmetry in the diffractive QQ¯ production have been pre-
dicted. The asymmetry is free from the normalization factors and is sensitive
to the dynamics of pomeron interaction. Thus, the All asymmetry in diffrac-
tive J/Ψ and QQ¯ leptoproduction is convenient to test the pomeron coupling
structure and the non-forward spin-dependent gluon distributions. The polar-
ized diffractive φ –meson leptoproduction can be used for this purpose too.
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